
Snake Instructions 
The snake can be handled as often as the family can tolerate him/her being out of his/her cage.  
 
Some things to keep in mind:  
**Please empty the water bowl for travel & refill immediately upon arrival to location.** 
**When handling- support the whole body to keep him comfortable 
 
1. Please monitor BOTH ends of the snake while handling him.   
The front end because he will try to get into your clothing (he seeks darkness) and it might be difficult to get 
him out of the clothing without undressing.  Also try not to let him go through rings or tubes that he could get 
stuck in.  Do not force him backwards through anything- you can tear his scales. He will stick his tongue out to 
“scent” the air.  Don’t hold him if your hands smell like meat.    
The back end because he might go to the bathroom and it is a mess when he does.  He will show signs of 
getting ready to go when his tail stiffens and he sticks it up at an angle- you might be able to see his muscles 
contracting from midsection to his  vent opening.   If you think he’s going to go to the bathroom- get him away 
from your rugs & furniture and move towards his cage, toilet or garbage pail as quickly as possible.  Hold him 
over this area until he finishes…it could take a minute or so.  You will notice his abdominal muscles stop 
pushing and nothing else comes out…really be sure since students have thought he was done and get caught by 
the end of the load. 
 
2. Feeding: I can send along a frozen mouse if you think you want to feed him but he will be fine NOT being 
fed.  If you decide you want to feed him or he is very active and looks like he is looking for food- take the 
mouse out of the freezer & allow it to defrost on a paper towel on the top of his cage.  When its soft & room 
temperature- dangle it in front of the snake.  If it’s interested he should go towards the mouse- eventually 
taking it into his mouth.  If it’s not hungry- the snake will try to get away from the mouse.  You can leave it in 
his cage on a piece of paper for an hour or so (sometimes they prefer to eat when alone)- If he still doesn’t eat 
it- put it back in the freezer and re-freeze the mouse.  If he does eat- try NOT to handle the snake for at least 
12-24 hours.  Handling to soon will cause the snake to regurgitate the mouse. 
 
3. Other animals: if either (snake or dog/cat) animal gets alarmed they could strike out and harm each 
other.  All my snakes are constrictors so it does not have fangs or venom sacs but it does have little teeth that 
rim its mouth- so it can bite and the bite will stings a bit.  My snakes are generally friendly and do not bite.  If 
provoked, it could strike out but only to defend itself.  The snake could strike also if he gets held to tightly 
(squeezed) and/ or has fast motion towards his face/head. Please keep my snake away from the other animals 
in the house. 
 
4. Housing Snake: All reptiles are exothermic (cold blooded) so its body temperature is that of his 
location.  Keep him away from vents/radiators/ air conditioners and direct sunlight.  Each snake cage has a heat 
rock which needs to be plugged in.  Please put the heat rock in the corner of the cage so the snake has a cool 
area and warm area to travel to. 
 
5. My number is 814-574-1114.   
Call me anytime for questions/ concerns.  I will be in AZ which is 2 hours behind PA. 
If you feel you do not want to keep the snake for the entire weekend I can call a friend, Rick Sauers, can come 
to your house or meet you somewhere to pick him up. 
 
6. When you return him : If it’s before school begins and I my door  is open- just put his cage inside the room 
(on the cart or a table). I will try to have a cart in the front of BAMS hall.   If it’s after school begins- you can 
bring the cage to the office & I will come down & get it. 
 
I hope you enjoy the experience.   


